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Abstract—This paper aims to compare the performance of
frequency regulation with two control modes of controller
including power control scheme and rotor speed control scheme.
The frequency control in this research is based on the frequency
droop control method but fuzzy logic is used to define the
frequency droop coefficient. To compare the performance of
these control modes, a simulation of a micro-grid with the
existence of a group of doubly fed induction generator wind
turbine system and a diesel generator is fulfilled in
Matlab/Simulink. Simulation results indicated that the frequency
in the micro-grid with two control schemes always remains in the
operation range. With the power control scheme, the frequency
in the micro-grid is smoother than that with the rotor speed
control. Additionally, DFIG wind turbine with the power control
scheme has a better performance in terms of electrical energy
when compared to the rotor speed control scheme, and hence the
cost of fuel used by diesel is less costly.
Keywords-wind generation; frequency control; doubly-fed
induction generator (DFIG); wind-diesel hybrid power system;
micro-grid

I.

INTRODUCTION

Clean and renewable energy sources such as wind energy,
solar energy, geothermal energy, etc. are abundant. These
sources have been utilized to replace fossil energy sources
which have negative impacts on the environment. Recently, the
electricity production from these sources has been prospective,
especially from the wind source. According to [1] around
540GW of wind turbine capacity has been installed. Depending
on the wind farm capacity, a wind farm can be integrated to a
power system through transmission grid or distribution grid [2,
3]. It cannot be denied that electricity generation from wind
energy has a positive effect to the environment. However, the
integration of wind farms to a power grid brings issues
concerning power quality [2] due to the natural fluctuation of
wind speed, especially in weak grids [4]. Many researches
aimed to mitigate the wind farm’s impacts on the connected
grid. A simple solution is to install an energy storage system
such as battery, super capacitor, super inductor, fly-wheel,
pump-reservoir system, etc., to stabilize the power output of the
wind turbine-generator system [5, 6]. These schemes have good
performance, however, the storage system in general is still
quite expensive and has low life expectancy so it may face
problems in real life applications.
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For a weak power grid without a battery energy storage
system, some methods to support the frequency adjustment
were proposed in [2, 7-10]. Generally, reference power is
defined by two components. The first component is a deloaded
power calculated from wind speed signal and a deloaded power
coefficient. The second component is power contribution by
frequency sensitive supplementary control. For the second
component, many schemes were used. In [9], a fuzzy-based
control is employed to determine it directly. In [2, 7, 8], the
droop control method with a constant droop coefficient is used.
In [9], authors used a combination of droop control and inertia
control but the droop coefficient is defined by a fuzzy-based
control and in [10], authors used wind speed as an input signal
of the fuzzy logic control.
In terms of control objective applying to wind turbine, there
are two familiar control objectives: power control and rotor
speed control [11]. In [11], authors indicated that with the rotor
speed control, the wind turbine has a better performance than
that with the power control. Regarding wind turbine supporting
frequency adjustment, wind turbine with the power control was
studied in [12, 13] while the wind turbine with the rotor control
was studied in [14]. However, the performance of these two
control schemes in the frequency control has not yet been
compared.
In this paper, the performances of frequency regulation
method with two control modes of controller, power control
and rotor speed control, are compared. The frequency control
scheme in this research is developed from the frequency droop
control method but a fuzzy logic rule is used to define the
frequency droop coefficient. The wind turbine with power
control will be compared to the one with rotor control by
simulating a micro-grid with the existence of a group of doubly
fed induction generators wind turbine system and a diesel
generator. The current research consists of two contributions.
The first contribution is the method to define the reference
power/rotor speed. To determine the reference power/rotor
speed, a wind speed sensor is not required. The second one is a
comparison of the two control modes of the wind turbine when
it participates in the frequency adjustment. The saturation of
the magnetic core in equipment, the delay of measurement
signal, and the measurement noise are neglected.
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MICRO-GRID

Micro-grid in this research is supposed to have the form of
Figure 1. This micro-grid is normally connected to the power
system via a circuit breaker (CB). When the micro-grid is
isolated from the power system, the micro-grid must retain its
operation thanks to two electrical sources, including a diesel
generator (or a small hydro power plant) and a doubly fed
induction generator (DFIG) wind turbine group, to supply three
loads. We suppose that Load 3 is an important and constant
load while Load 1 and Load 2 are variable loads.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
Wind turbine system: (a) configuration of DFIG wind turbine, and
(b) wind turbine characteristic.

The configuration of micro-grid.

A. Wind Turbine
A DFIG wind turbine consists of a blade system, a shaftgearbox, and a DFIG [15], as shown in Figure 2(a). The main
duty of the blade system is to convert the wind's kinetic energy
to mechanical energy on the turbine's shaft and then this
mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy by the
generator. The turbine's shaft and the generator one are coupled
through a gearbox system. At wind speed V (m/s) and wind
turbine’s rotational velocity ω (rad/s), the mechanical power
on the turbine's shaft is computed as [16]:
 

  ,   
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where, is the air density (kg/m3),  the length of the blade
(m),  is the wind speed (m/s), and  ,  is the power
coefficient of wind turbine, which depends on both tip-speed
ratio  and pitch angle  of the wind turbine. According to
[16], the tip-speed ratio is defined by:
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The characteristic of the wind turbine, in the pu unit system,
is shown in Figure 2(b).
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For the wind turbine to operate on the MPPT curve, the
rotational speed of the wind turbine must be calculated as in (4)
or the mechanical power must be remained as in (3). In the case
of wind sensorless control, we cannot determine the maximum
power from (3) or the optimal rotor speed from (4) and hence,
we must use the MPPT curve and the feedback power output
(or the feedback rotor speed) to determine the optimal rotor
speed (or the maximum power).
B. Doubly Fed Induction Generator
In this research, the wind turbine employs a DFIG to
operate in variable speed as in Figure 2(a). DFIG is an
induction generator, where the rotor windings are supplied
through a partial back-to-back converter including a rotor side
converter (RSC), a grid side converter (GSC) and a DC link [2,
17, 18]. Thanks to the back-to-back converter, the DFIG wind
turbine can provide good control ability [19] to meet the
operator’s requirements. In this micro-grid, thanks to this
ability, the DFIG wind turbine can support the diesel generator
to retain the frequency in the normal operation range. The statespace equation of a DFIG in 67 frame, where 6 axis is aligned
with the stator flux vector, is described as [20]:
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where: 9: ST:8 T:U VW is the current in the rotor side,
>: SX:8 X:U VW is the voltage in the rotor side, ND , N: , N#
are the inductance of the stator winding, rotor winding and
mutual, : is the resistance of the rotor winding, and ωY , ω
are the rotational speeds of the stator flux and rotor.
For the DFIG wind turbine without power losses, we have:
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where, D is the power output in the stator side. Hence, as the
wind turbine generates maximum power, the optimal power
output in the stator side is defined as:
D#$% 
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where, 4 ` is a deloading constant and it is always 4 ` d
1, 4 ` is a droop coefficient, 4` is a design constant, ∆[ is the
error of frequency, ∆[
[:^_ @ [ which [:^_ is the
reference frequency and [ is the actual frequency, and D#$% is
the maximum power output in the stator side.

(a)

SCHEME OF FREQUENCY STABILITY IN MICRO-GRID

The micro-grid has two operation modes: the grid
connected mode and the isolated mode. In the grid connected
mode, the frequency in the micro-grid is retained by the power
system. When the micro-grid is isolated from the power
system, any active power imbalance between the consumption
and generation leads to variations in the frequency and then, it
can lead generators to shut down. Hence, the frequency
retaining in the normal operation range is necessary. In this
research, the micro-grid’s rated frequency is 50Hz and the
normal operation range is between 49.8Hz and 50.2Hz. This
means that the proposed frequency adjustment method is to
keep the frequency in the micro-grid in that range when the
micro-grid operates in the isolated mode. This paper proposes
two frequency control schemes for the DFIG wind turbine in a
micro-grid operating in isolated mode. The first one is based on
the power control of RSC and the second one is based on the
rotor speed control of RSC. These schemes are named power
control scheme and rotor speed control scheme, respectively. It
is worth noting that these proposed schemes could apply in a
quite small micro-grid without an energy storage system. In the
case of a large network, the coordination of sources including
distributed generators, storage systems, damping loads etc., and
the scheme of shielding load should be considered.
A. Power Control Scheme
To retain the frequency of the micro-grid in the operation
range, the reference power output of the wind turbine is
calculated by the available power of the wind turbine and the
error of the frequency, ∆[. According to [7], to support the
frequency control, the auxiliary signal comes from two
components including the derivative of the actual frequency
6[/6 and the frequency error ∆[. However, by using the
derivative of the actual frequency, measurement noises will be
multiplied and this can impact on the results. The frequency
adjustment with the power control scheme is shown in Figure
3. It is worth noting that this wind turbine operates in the two
afore mentioned modes: connected to the power system and
isolated mode. When the micro-grid operates in the power
system connected mode, the wind turbine does not need to
adjust the frequency so the reference power is designated by
D#$% . When the micro-grid is disconnected from the power
system, the wind turbine must support the diesel generator to
adjust the micro-grid's frequency so the reference power output
in the stator side of DFIG is described as in (14):
D,:^_ 
]
4` D#$% 

4 `  D#$%  < 4 ` ∆[
(14)
:^_,#ab c D,:^_  c D#$% 
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(b)

Fig. 3.
Frequency adjustment
(a) flowchart, and (b) outer loop.

with

the

power

control

scheme:

To calculate D#$% , we use (13). Ideally, we calculate
#$% from (3), however, in this research, we must use the
feedback rotor speed and the MPPT curve from Figure 2(b). In
this research, the droop coefficient is determined by a fuzzy
logic rule (FLR) of two input signals including ∆[ and the
frequency deviation 6[/6.
The membership functions of the Fuzzy logic rule are
shown in Figure 4 and Table I, where ∆[ ,
∆[ , ∆[ , 6[ , 6[ , ef , e , e , e are design constants. The
fuzzy rule is indicated in Table II. To obtain the above
reference power, from (12), we must adjust the T:U component
in the rotor side. Here, PI control is employed to make the error
between actual power D and D,:^_ become zero. The reference
current T:U,:^_ is described by:
T:U,:^_

4 gD,:^_ @ D h < 4a igD,:^_ @ D h6j

(15)

where 4 and 4a are designed constants of the PI control.
With this reference current, RSC must be controlled in a way
that the actual current ilm reaches the reference value ilm,lno .
TABLE I.
Symbol
NV
N
Z
P
VP

Linguistic
Very negative
Negative
Zero
Positive
Very positive

TERMS OF FIGURE 3

Symbol
De
IN
S
H

Linguistic
Decrease
Increase
Small
High
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avoid rotor speed increases to a too high values, the reference
rotor speed 3,:^_ should be limited between 3' and
3#$% . Like the case of the power control scheme, the wind
turbine will generate all available power as the micro-grid is
connected to the power system. It means 3,:^_ is equal to
3' . When the micro-grid is isolated from the power system,
the reference rotor speed is designated as in (18). To make the
rotor speed 3 approach its reference value, 3,:^_ , the rotor
current in the q axis must reach to its reference value which is
determined by the error in the rotor speed and a PI control as:

(a)

T:U,:^_

(b)

4 g3,:^_ @ 3 h < 4a ig3,:^_ @ 3 h6j

(19)

where, 4 and 4a are designed constants of the PI control.

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4.
The membership function of fuzzy logic: (a) Input ∆[, (b) input
6[/6, and (c) output 4 ` .
TABLE II.
qp/qr

∆p
DE
Z
IN

FUZZY RULES OF 4 `

VN

N

Z

P

VP

H
S
S

H
S
Z

S
Z
S

Z
S
H

S
H
H

(b)

B. Rotor Speed Control Scheme
By adjusting rotor speed, we can adjust the power output of
the wind turbine, and hence, the wind turbine can control the
frequency in the micro-grid by adjusting the rotor speed. From
(10), we have:
3 

g1 @ I h3Y

(16)

Clearly, when the micro-grid's frequency deviates amount
of ∆[, the rotational speed of the wind turbine varies:
∆3 

g1 @ I h∆3D 

 
_

∆[

(17)

To adjust the power output of the wind turbine, we can
adjust the rotor speed. Hence, to adjust the frequency, we need
to compensate this deviation. In this paper, the frequency
adjustment using the rotor speed control scheme is indicated in
Figure 5. The reference rotor speed when the wind turbine
participates in the frequency adjustment in the micro-grid's
isolation mode is described as:
3,:^_ 
4   3'  < 4  ∆[
]
3' c 3,:^_  c 3#$%

(18)

where 4  s 1 is a design constant, and 4  is defined by the
fuzzy logic rule, which is similar to Figure 4 and Table II.
Because the wind turbine is operated in the right side of the
MPPT curve, the rotor speed is always over optimum speed. To
www.etasr.com

Fig. 5.
Frequency adjustment with the rotor speed control scheme:
(a) flowchart and (b) outer loop.

From this reference current, RSC must be controlled such
that taU T:U,:^_ @ T:U approaches to zero. As can be seen
from the two proposed schemes, a wind speed anemometer is
not required. This is the difference from the method introduced
in [10].
IV.

RSC FOR CURRENT CONTROL

Above we defined the reference current T:U,:^_ . To support
the frequency adjustment in the micro-grid, the actual
current T:U must be satisfied T:U,:^_ . Here, we desire that:
ua 

9:,:^_  @ 9: 

→0

(20)

where 9:,:^_ S9:8,:^_ 9:U,:^_ VW , 9:8,:^_ is designated by the
voltage or reactive power control purpose.
From the state space equation of DFIG (7), we have:
>: 

w:  < ∆w: 

(21)
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where:
∆w:

S∆w:8

∆w:U VW

=x
: ?:

(22)

w: Sw:8 w:U VW is a new control variable. Here, we
employ PI controls to make the error ua 9:,:^_ @ 9: , so we
have:
w: 

4 0
4
0
y
{ u  < y a
{ i ua j 6j
0 4az
0 4z a
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micro-grid with both schemes is retained and then it remains in
the normal operation range, between 49.8Hz and 50.2Hz. Note
that at 9s and 29s, the reduction of load makes the frequency
increase rapidly but it still remains in the normal operation
range. Comparing to the power control mode, the frequency in
the micro-grid has more variation and the frequency error,
∆[ [:^_ @ [, is higher.

(23)

TABLE III.

where 4 , 4z , 4a , 4az are designed constants. By using (21),
the rotor current can track their reference values. It means the
active power/rotor speed is controlled and the wind turbine can
support the frequency in the micro-grid.
V.

3650

THRESHOLD VALUES OF MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION

Symbol
∆[
∆[
∆[
6[
6[
ef
e
e
e

SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate and compare two frequency control schemes,
we used Matlab/Simulink to simulate a micro-grid which is
normally connected to a power system. This micro-grid
consists of a DFIG wind turbine group of 4.5MW, a diesel or a
small hydro-power plant of 3.25MVA, and loads as shown in
Figure 1. In these loads, Load 3 is a static load of 2.7MVA and
the total power of the other loads is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 8.

|}~
0.0005
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0.005
0.005
0.015
20
25
60
125

|}
0.0005
0.001
0.005
0.005
0.015
5
10
80
150

Frequency in the micro-grid.

(a)
Fig. 6.

The power load in total of Load 1 and Load 2.

We suppose that the micro-grid is isolated from the grid at
4s. It means before 4s, the micro-grid works in the grid
connected mode and afterwards it operates in the isolated
mode. The supposed wind speed is given in Figure 7.
Simulation results are indicated in Figures 8-11. The
parameters used for the fuzzy membership functions in FLR
are defined in Table III.

(b)

Fig. 9.
The active power output from (a) the diesel and (b) the wind
turbine group.

Fig. 7.

Wind speed applied to the wind turbine.

As can be seen from Figure 8, before the 4s, the micro-grid
is operating in the grid connected mode so the frequency in the
micro-grid is almost constant. At the 4s, the micro-grid is
disconnected from the power system and during a short
transient interval (4s-7s), the frequency is over the operation
range. However, after this transient period, the frequency in the
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In terms of the active power output (Figure 9) we can see
that with the rotor speed control scheme, the active power
output generated from the wind farm has a significant
fluctuation and hence, the power output of the diesel generator
must vary. Comparing to the rotor speed control scheme, with
the power control scheme the active power output of the wind
farm is smoother and hence, the active power output of the
diesel generator is also smoother. Concerning electrical energy,
with the power control scheme the diesel generator only
supplies around 8.5kWh during the simulation period while
with the rotor speed control scheme it is around 10.9kWh as
shown in Figure 10(a). The main reason for this is that with the
power control the electrical energy extracted by the wind farm
is higher than that with the rotor speed control, 27.2kWh and
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24.8kWh, respectively (Figure 10(b)). Figure 11 indicates that
with the rotor speed control, the wind farm shared around 65%
of the electricity demand in the micro-grid and the diesel
generator supplies the rest. On the contrary, with power control
the wind turbine shares around 70% of the demand. It means
that with the power control scheme, we can save fuel cost
comparing to the rotor speed control scheme.
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group.

The electrical energy from (a) the diesel and (b) the wind turbine
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Fig. 11.
group.
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The electrical energy sharing from (a) diesel and (b) wind turbine
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper compared two schemes of frequency regulation
applying to the DFIG wind turbine in the micro-grid. The first
scheme is based on power control and the second one is
developed by the rotor speed control. Simulation results
indicate that with both schemes, the frequency in the microgrid remains in the operation range after the micro-grid is
disconnected from the power system. However, the frequency
in the micro-grid with power control is better than with rotor
speed control. Additionally, with power control, the energy of
the wind is utilized better than that with the rotor speed control.
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